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Paul Levasseur, LD, DD, HMCDP

Paul Levasseur is one of the most respected and well-known influential activist for denturism promoting national as well as international recognition. He is a licensed denturist and licensed radiographer for the state of Maine. He holds an advanced Diploma in Denturism with Honors from George Brown College and completed the Denturist Registry Education from the Royal College of Surgeons, London, England. Paul has a private practice in Standish, Maine.

Course Topic:
This course will address current legal and professional issues confronting today’s denturists. Discussion will address denturists’ legal and ethical responsibilities, both to their patients as well as to the denturist profession in general. This open forum class will allow all the participants to discuss current happenings concerning denturist activities in regulated and un-regulated states. Participants should leave this class encouraged knowing that as the only professional educated exclusively to provide removable oral prosthetics to patients, they have the privilege to serve with pride fulfilling this responsibility with the highest professional and ethical standards.
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This course will address current legal and professional issues confronting today’s denturists. Discussion will address denturists’ legal and ethical responsibilities, both to their patients as well as to the denturist profession in general. This open forum class will allow all the participants to discuss current happenings concerning denturist activities in regulated and un-regulated states. Participants should leave this class encouraged knowing that as the only professional educated exclusively to provide removable oral prosthetics to patients, they have the privilege to serve with pride fulfilling this responsibility with the highest professional and ethical standards.

Gary Morgan, CDT

Gary Morgan is the Senior Consultant and Vice-President for SafeLink Consulting, Inc. Gary began lecturing on health and safety in 1989 and is an authorized trainer under OSHA’s Outreach Program. Gary is also a certified DAMAS consultant and auditor.

Course Topic:
In this presentation, Gary will provide updated information on federal OSHA and state specific compliance issues including infection control, emergency planning and new hazard communication rules. Gary will inform the denturist, as healthcare providers, why compliance is an effort worth making for the safety and well-being of the denturist’s patient, the denturist’s staff and the denturist’s professional office in general.

Dean Fenwick is a sought after speaker and educator on practice management for denturists throughout the U.S. and Canada. He has taught 4 year required courses for use of computers in the denturist's practices for Northern Alberta Institute of Technology, and computer science, business management and entrepreneurship at the high school and college levels. Dean now focuses exclusively on providing specialized practice management solutions for denturists.

Course Topic:
Specific techniques will be presented to increase office efficiency from the waiting room, the front desk to the laboratory and fabrication of the appliance.

Joseph Della Marina, DD, LD

Joseph Della Marina is a graduate of George Brown College and has been active in the profession since, not only in his private practice where the major focus is implant prosthetics but as an instructor for the IDEC denturist program both in the U.S. as well as England. He has also served as an instructor for the denturist program at George Brown College.

Course Topic:
This class will present a variety of implant how to’s and how not to’s and blunders and discuss how to successfully meet the various challenges involved in serving patients with oral prosthetic implants. The course will emphasize the sequence of appointments between the denturist, the dentist and the patient regarding case presentation, the biological aspects of implant placement as well as the fabrication of the appliance.
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Paul Levasseur is one of the most respected and well-known influential activist for denturism promoting national as well as international recognition. He is a licensed denturist and licensed radiographer for the state of Maine. He holds an advanced Diploma in Denturism with Honors from George Brown College and completed the Denturist Registry Education from the Royal College of Surgeons, London, England. Paul has a private practice in Standish, Maine.
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This course will address current legal and professional issues confronting today’s denturists. Discussion will address denturists’ legal and ethical responsibilities, both to their patients as well as to the denturist profession in general. This open forum class will allow all the participants to discuss current happenings concerning denturist activities in regulated and un-regulated states. Participants should leave this class encouraged knowing that as the only professional educated exclusively to provide removable oral prosthetics to patients, they have the privilege to serve with pride fulfilling this responsibility with the highest professional and ethical standards.

Chris Bormes has earned both the International Congress of Oral Implantology Fellowship and Mastership in Dental Implant Technology. Chris joined PREAT Corporation, a family owned precision attachment company, in 1997; he was named president in 2010. PREAT has no affiliation with a specific implant company thus maintains constant ongoing product and technique development from various sources. This comprehensive knowledge of available products proves invaluable.

Course Topic:
This overview of major implant attachments and the advantages and disadvantages of each and how to select the best attachment for individual patients will prove invaluable to the denturist serving patients with implant dentures. Solutions for servicing worn attachments will be discussed.
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Gary Morgan is the Senior Consultant and Vice-President for SafeLink Consulting, Inc. Gary began lecturing on health and safety in 1989 and is an authorized trainer under OSHA’s Outreach Program. Gary is also a certified DAMAS consultant and auditor.

Course Topic:
In this presentation, Gary will provide updated information on federal OSHA and state specific compliance issues including infection control, emergency planning and new hazard communication rules. Gary will inform the denturist, as healthcare providers, why compliance is an effort worth making for the safety and well-being of the denturist’s patient, the denturist’s staff and the denturist’s professional office in general.
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The Wyndham Hotel offers a significant discount to their guest who are attending the National Denturist Association, U.S.A. conference. To receive your discount call (407) 351-2420 or (800) 421-8001 and specify you are registered for the conference.

TRANSPORTATION AVAILABLE
24 HOURS AT THE AIRPORT
Mears Transportation: 407-423-5566 or www.mearstransportation.com
$30.00 Round Trip (per person)

YELLOW CAB
407-222-2222 or www.celebrationtaxi.com
$40.00 One Way (Up to 5 people)

SHUTTLES
Free Shuttle to Universal Studio - Free shuttle to Sea World
Shuttle to Disney World is $16 Round Trip (per person)

Wyndham Orlando Resort
Orlando, Florida
8001 International Drive, Orlando, FL 32819
www.wyndham.com/hotels/MCOWD/allphotos.wnt
1-877-999-3223 or 1-407-351-2420